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DUCK AND COVER 
 

 The alarms erupted with an ear shattering blast. We knew what to do. They 
showed the film in class. Our teacher demonstrated how to squat under our desks, draw 
our knees up, and tuck our heads down. Some of us cried. It was my kindergarten class, 
1950. Fear crawled in and embedded itself in my psyche here. We were told not to move  
until the all-clear signal. Apprehension tiptoed between us. Cautiously, I’d turn my head 
and peek out of the corner of my eye so as not to attract attention.  Our classroom had a 
huge, floor to ceiling bay window that overlooked the busy street below and caught a 
swath of the sky above. Sometimes a speck high in the sky would come into view. It 
would grow larger and I could not turn away. A plane. I’d hear the engine and imagine it 
twisting and twirling, crashing through the window, explosions, fire. My pounding heart 
filled my chest, bursting in my ears.  
 At some point, they stopped conducting those tests in school but fear had 
burrowed in deep, festering, hiding beneath the normalcy of everyday living.  
  
 My Dad had been a B17 bomber pilot in WWII. He was considered a man at only 
19 when he first took the throttle and flew missions over Germany. I can’t imagine what 
that had been like for someone who now would still be called a boy.  He always loved 
planes and flying. I have faded sepia colored pictures of him as a 14-year-old kid, 
grinning, holding huge model planes he’d built from scrap with pride. He drew attention 
to himself without trying. Even at that age he was movie star handsome. Tall, blond, his 
Scandinavian heritage evident in his square jaw, high cheekbones and gray blue eyes – I 
framed my photos of him in his leather bomber jacket with his crew, standing on the 
tarmac in front of their plane, somewhere in England. I was in love with the image of my 
Dad, the myth of my Dad. He and Mom married at 20. He wore his uniform in the 
wedding pictures. My Mom never looked better than in those pictures. 
 The war ended, I was born that same year and soon my Dad’s difficulties with 
alcohol emerged. It was a time when Americans were expected to celebrate victory and 
we dutifully returned to everyday life, a structured life where we imagined we were in 
control. Ordering the surface of things became our life’s work. If your house looked like 
the cover of Good Housekeeping Magazine, if mom and dad were attractive, clean, well 
dressed (at all times well-dressed), if we never talked about fear, if we smiled in public, 
everything would be fine. That’s how it went with us. 
 I could always forgive my father. No matter how bad things got, I’d come back to 
that iconic image of the tall, brave 19 year-old. I’d try to imagine the level of fear he 
experienced and overcame in order to function, dropping bombs on people he could not 
see and could not name, get shot at from the ground and from the air, and survive.   
 Jobs after the war were tough to find. He was listed as the president of his class in 
his high school yearbook, and voted most likely to succeed. He’d been accepted to 
Dartmouth when the war intervened. No one else in the family had gone to college. It 
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seemed clear he had the intellect and personal aspirations. It remains a mystery to me 
why he never went back to study on the G.I. bill. Perhaps because I’d been born the very 
year he returned from war had something to do with it.    
 He became successful in spite of the drinking. Instead of using his intellect, he 
used his hands. He started working as an auto mechanic and was very good at it. We 
rented the first floor apartment in a modest two family house in Montclair, New Jersey. 
In the evening, upon coming home, he’d stand at the kitchen sink using gobs of some 
acrid, soapy substance and rub his hands raw to remove the thick, black grease and oil 
that accumulated in all the creases and under his nails during the day. Dirty hands were a 
sign of the common workingman and although that’s what he was, he never embraced 
that role. After years of long hours and hard labor he bought the garage from the boss 
who had first hired him, business grew, and he built a large auto, truck and bus servicing 
company in an industrial park in Northern New Jersey. He never talked much about how 
he managed this, at least not in front of me, and he never, ever, talked about the war. 
 Dad did however satisfy his desires. If hard work was a measure, his right to treat 
himself well was justified. No matter what the family financial situation was, (for a long 
time I remember we ate grilled cheese sandwiches or English muffin pizza for dinner) he 
managed to buy himself a new car every two or three years. Mom and I never knew when 
he might pull in the drive with his newest, next best and biggest chrome bedecked, fish-
finned, four wheeled gas-guzzler. I wondered about the money, a formidable and 
forbidden topic.  
 Once when I was a little kid I overheard my parents mention Dad’s salary. I 
thought it was something to brag about so I went and told all the neighborhood kids. 
Word got back to my parents and their punishment was swift and severe making sure I 
got the message about what is private and what is public knowledge. Money remained a 
taboo subject, along with sex and my Dad’s drinking. 
 Dad was a Cadillac kind of guy. Boats were also an object of his desire. It always 
seemed we had one. While we lived in the suburbs of northern New Jersey, not far from 
New York City, it was also not that far from the Jersey shore or the Long Island Sound. 
Dad’s first boat was a 14-foot outboard that was fast enough to pull a skier. I was a pretty 
good swimmer and waterskiing was OK, but I preferred sitting in the boat next to my 
Dad as we skimmed across the sun bedazzled water on a Kodachrome summer day 
leaving an expanding wake behind us.   
 Soon a boat of 14 feet was not impressive enough. Bigger boats followed upon 
even bigger boats with inboard motors and sleeping quarters below decks. We kept these 
floating apartments at the Jersey shore but during the season Dad would take them down 
the East River out to Long Island Sound for the summer. Dad had dock space at 
Mattituck inlet, a short drive from the ferry at Orient Point on the North Fork of Long 
Island. Now that area of Long Island is all vineyards and stables for the horsy set. Then it 
was summer shacks on the sand dunes, dirt roads, potato farms and strawberry fields. 
 My Dad taught me navigation, understanding longitude and latitude and how to 
read nautical maps of the New York and New Jersey coastline. Not that he needed me to 
navigate. We had motor, not sail boats and they were equipped with all the up-to-date 
sonar and depth reading gauges a boat owner would need. His pleasure being “the 
captain”, piloting his boats and driving his cars may have been driven by the desire to 
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regain some small fragment of the thrill he’d felt while piloting that B17 before the 
comparably mundane life of being a husband and a father. 
  He’d make excuses, saying aloud to no one in particular, “we should have fresh 
fish for dinner. Let’s go catch some!” – to justify taking the boat out for a spin – but all 
he really wanted to do was tool around, he would rarely fish, even though he kept rods 
and reels on board, enough for everyone. I’m guessing it was the sense of freedom he 
sought when he was out on the water with no boundaries, only sky meeting water 
dissolving at the horizon.  
 My mother busied herself around the house and usually declined to go boating, so 
my dad would take me.  There we'd be, just the two of us, cruising down the East River, 
the majestic skyscrapers of New York City glistening like OZ on either side of us in the 
razor sharp glare of the summer sun. Huge tankers and luxury liners slowly lumbering 
along being nudged by tugboats making their way to the docks in the harbor as deep, 
honking warnings bellowed from their stacks vibrating the air around us alerting us not to 
come near.  At these times, as we wended our way out to open water, my Dad’s face 
glowed, surrounded by an aura, beatific, as if he beheld a vision only he could see.    
 One time, while at our summerhouse, Dad had an urge to take the boat out. The 
promising morning sky was turning murky. He had been drinking. There were gale wind 
warnings off Mattituck. My mother refused to go but he goaded me into coming with 
him. I think I did it to show my mother up, to curry favor with my dad, to show I was not 
afraid. I was about 10 years-old. The boat at that time was a 23-foot skiff with a flying 
bridge. Not a big boat. The harbor was gray and ominous but looked flat. Dad was 
energized, eager to get going. He assured me everything was fine and “if it gets bad we'll 
just turn back.” We’re not taking any food or water with us. Normally mom would take 
care of the necessities, not that we planned to be away very long. Down to the dock we 
went. I hopped on board while Dad untied the ropes, tossed them on the deck and 
stumbled just a bit almost falling into the water as the boat drifted out away from the 
dock. He was smiling in that strange detached way when he’d been drinking. He started 
the engines and we slowly headed out of the inlet, towards open water.  
 The sky grew ominous. Great dark clouds moved fast overhead. I began to wish 
I’d stayed home with Mom. Dad was standing up on the flying bridge, steering the boat 
from that vantage point. The inlet was in a mild chop and as I looked out beyond the 
jetty, I saw white caps – but if you know the sea, it is always difficult to tell from a 
distance how rough it actually is – until you are in it and it’s too late.  
 I’m standing on the lower deck shouting up against the increasing wind, “ Dad, 
Dad, I think we should turn back.” The wind drives my words back into my face. Panic 
rises in my throat. I scream. He either doesn’t hear me or is ignoring my plea. As he guns 
the engines their roar mingles with the wind, the sea starts to churn and we get caught in 
a cascade of huge swells that threaten to swamp the boat. We are rolling, walls of dark, 
almost black water rear up on either side obliterating the sky. I think I'm going to die. My 
Dad is manic, no, ecstatic. He's up on the bridge. I see him smiling. The bow dips deep, 
I’m thrown against the transom, so I lie face down on the rear deck holding on to a pole 
that supports the bridge. As the waves wash over me my body sloshes from side to side 
like I’m a fresh caught flounder. It’s impossible to turn the boat around in this and he has 
to keep heading into the waves, out to sea. Time stops. My eyes are shut tight- an attempt 
to ward off the fear that swallows me even before each wave strikes. The throbbing, 
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vibrating engines struggle against the shrieking wind and constant slamming of the waves 
as they hit us broadside. Then a lull. We seem to be turning around. Dad has gone far 
enough out to reverse direction. He has gotten the boat beyond the deepest swells and we 
are headed back to shore. The wind is behind us now, pushing us in, instead of out. We 
can ride the waves like a horse galloping over low rolling hills. I remain flat on the deck 
until we are back inside the safety of the inlet. Dad seems pleased with himself. I pretend 
I wasn’t afraid.   
 Later came really big boats with sleeping quarters, toilet and shower, galley with 
a stove and fridge, sofa and TV in the carpeted lounge area and covered flying bridge 
with white leather padded seats. Just like with our houses, my mom got to select the 
decor, the pattern of the curtains and color of the furniture. When I was a kid, Dad named 
the boats after me,  Cindy I, Cindy II, etc. That's what they called me. Cynthia was used 
in anger only if I was being bad.  
 When I went off to college, I no longer came home for the summers and rarely 
went home at all.  Dad continued maintaining his boats until he retired and he and my 
mom moved to Florida. He sold his last boat the year he was diagnosed with cancer.  
 I tried to talk him into getting a computer, so he might find other worlds to 
explore but he refused. He preferred to spend his hours puttering in the garage, taking an 
occasional swig from the vodka bottles he had hidden there, thinking we didn’t know.   
 He had been in remission from his cancer for over 10 years when he got a call. It 
was his old B-17 co-pilot from the war days. His former crew stayed in touch after the 
war but they’d lost track of my Dad. They’d had annual reunions; several of the guys 
were techies and avid Internet users. They found Dad’s address and called. They had 
been looking for him for years. Although they were living scattered across the country 
they agreed to make the pilgrimage to visit Dad in Florida. They brought their wives 
along. It had been over 50 years since the last time they saw him.  
 On the day they arrived, all together, at my parents modest home on the Gulf 
coast of South Florida, both Mom and Dad seemed stunned, bewildered by the attention, 
by this gesture, by the effort these men made just to come and hangout with my Dad one 
last time.  They told stories of his calm courage. It was he who saved them when they 
were ordered to fly low, below enemy radar as ground fire killed their tail gunner. They 
said they owed their lives to him. Mom and I never knew.  
 On that warm summer day, surrounded by his admirers, Dad just sat there, quietly 
smiling in that detached way of his, as the ice in his drink slowly melted.  
 
 
 
 


